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Abstract—The proliferation of deepfake videos, synthetic me-
dia produced through advanced Artificial Intelligence techniques,
has raised significant concerns across various sectors, encom-
passing realms such as politics, entertainment, and security. In
response, this research introduces an innovative and stream-
lined model designed to classify deepfake videos generated by
five distinct encoders adeptly. Our approach not only achieves
state-of-the-art performance but also optimizes computational
resources. At its core, our solution employs part of a VGG19 bn
as a backbone to efficiently extract features, a strategy proven
effective in image-related tasks. We integrate a Capsule Network
coupled with a Spatial-Temporal attention mechanism to bolster
the model’s classification capabilities while conserving resources.
This combination captures intricate hierarchies among features,
facilitating robust identification of deepfake attributes. Delving
into the intricacies of our innovation, we introduce an existing
video-level fusion technique that artfully capitalizes on temporal
attention mechanisms. This mechanism serves to handle con-
catenated feature vectors, capitalizing on the intrinsic temporal
dependencies embedded within deepfake videos. By aggregating
insights across frames, our model gains a holistic comprehension
of video content, resulting in more precise predictions. Experi-
mental results on an extensive benchmark dataset of deepfake
videos (DFDM) showcase the efficacy of our proposed method.
Notably, our approach achieves up to a 4% improvement in
accurately categorizing deepfake videos compared to baseline
models, all while demanding fewer computational resources.

Index Terms—Efficient DeepFake Detection Model (DFDM),
Capsule Network, Dynamic Routing Algorithm (DRA), GAN’s,
Spatial-Temporal Attention (STA).
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Fig. 1. General Overview of CapST. First, we extract the distinctive attributes
of a set of video frames using VGG19 bn. Subsequently, these resultant
features are fed into the capsule module to delineate spatial configurations
within each frame. At last, these refined features are directed into the video-
level fusion module, thereby enabling the classification of the manipulated
class to which the video pertains.

I. INTRODUCTION

S IGNIFICANT advancements in computer hardware, par-
ticularly the introduction of powerful GPUs and TPUs,

have greatly enhanced the performance of Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) algorithms. These algorithms have been widely
utilized to solve various research problems across different do-
mains. While these powerful hardware resources have proven
invaluable for processing large artificial neural networks de-
signed for complex problems, there needs to be more emphasis
on developing lightweight artificial networks that consume
fewer hardware resources while maintaining or improving the
baseline performance. As hardware technologies progress, AI
neural networks have evolved in size and complexity. Table
I provides a comprehensive overview of the evolution of
artificial neural networks in size and parameters. Similarly,
II illustrates the varying number of parameters popular AI
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networks utilize on state-of-the-art (SOTA) datasets. Although
researchers in the field of AI primarily prioritize performance,
regardless of the hardware resources required, the increasing
resource demands have become a major concern for many
institutions and individuals with limited resources who aim to
progress in their research domains. Numerous contributions
in this regard have been made by researchers throughout
the years, proposing different efficient models to address
this issue, including [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], whose outstanding
contributions enabled us not only to improve the performance
over certain datasets but also reduces the sizes of the model
intelligently. While we have discussed various models and
their sizes on different state-of-the-art (SOTA) datasets, numer-
ous datasets within each domain with unique characteristics
require an efficient model that performs well while consuming
fewer resources. Deepfake technology, combining elements of
fake news and deep learning, has introduced various applica-
tions, such as Generative Adversarial Networks as depicted in
2. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are a category of
machine learning models comprising a pair of neural networks:
the generator and the discriminator. The primary objective of
the generator is to produce synthetic data resembling authentic
data, whereas the discriminator is designed to distinguish
between genuine and generated data. These two networks
engage in competitive training, and over time, the generator
becomes increasingly proficient at generating data that closely
resembles reality. While GANs can generate images, they are
not directly used for manipulating videos. However, variations
of GANs are designed for video manipulation tasks. One such
approach is video-to-video synthesis, where GANs convert
videos from one domain to another. For example, it can be
used to change a person’s appearance in a video from a source
person to a target person. The process typically involves the
following steps:

Collecting a dataset of paired videos, where each video in
the source domain has a corresponding video in the target
domain (e.g., videos of the same scene or activity but with
different people). Training a video-to-video synthesis GAN
on the paired dataset to learn the mapping between the two
domains. Using the trained GAN to generate videos with
the appearance of the target person while preserving the
underlying activity from the source video.

It’s important to note that GANs are not the only technique
used for video manipulation tasks. Other methods, such as op-
tical flow-based approaches and pose-based methods, can also
be used for similar tasks. In summary, GANs themselves are
not directly used for video manipulation, but there are special-
ized variants of GANs and other techniques that can perform
video-to-video synthesis and manipulate videos by replacing a
source person with a target person. These manipulated videos
pose a significant challenge in distinguishing between real and
fake content with the naked eye. Consequently, this has raised
concerns among prominent individuals globally, as false news
spread or the synthesis of videos and images can harm and
erode trust in social and electronic media.

In recent decades, significant efforts have been made to
detect deepfake content. Despite advancements in detection
techniques, evolving deepfake methods continuously challenge
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Fig. 2. The process of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to produce
lifelike and top-notch data involves training two neural networks, specifically
a generator and a discriminator, within an adversarial framework.

detection. Diverse deepfake datasets, spanning voice, images,
and videos, have been generated using advanced AI models.
Detection methods primarily fall into two categories: one
trains a model on genuine and manipulated data, classifying
instances as ”Real” or ”Fake.” Another method, as proposed by
[7], manipulates original videos using five encoders, enhancing
outcomes. Yet, there’s room for improved performance and
resource efficiency. We have achieved significant advance-
ments in addressing these challenges. Firstly, we reduced
training and processing resources for the DFDM dataset. Our
model outperforms the baseline [7] by up to 4%, marking
substantial progress. Utilizing capsule networks, we introduced
a spatial attention mechanism, offering benefits like hierar-
chical representation and pose estimation. Additionally, our
method employs video-level fusion with a temporal attention
mechanism, processing a limited number of frames to classify
the entire video. Figure 1 illustrates our approach, CapST,
using a constrained frame selection, VGG19 bn feature ex-
traction, capsule modules, and video-level fusion for accurate
classification. The subsequent sections of this article are or-
ganized as follows: Section II introduces the background of
DeepFake Neural Networks and examines related works. In
Section III, we present the architecture of our model in detail.
Subsequently, in Section IV, we showcase the results obtained
from our extensive experiments. Sections V and VI involve
thorough discussions and analysis of our study’s findings. At
last, in Section VII, we conclude our work, summarizing the
significant contributions and insights gained from this research
endeavor.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Why are AI Models usually dense?

Artificial Intelligence (AI) models have become increasingly
complex and resource-intensive over the past few years. These
models are characterized by their high density and resource
requirements, posing challenges to their deployment and prac-
tical implementation. In this literature review, we explore the
reasons behind the dense nature of AI models and the factors
contributing to their resource consumption.

Model Complexity and Performance: One primary reason
for the dense nature of AI models is their increasing com-
plexity. Deep learning architectures, such as convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) or recurrent neural networks (RNNs),
consist of multiple layers with numerous parameters [8]. These
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TABLE I
EVOLUTION OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS IN TERMS OF SIZES AND PARAMETERS (GENERAL OVERVIEW)

Evolutionary Stage Network Characteristics Parameter Size
Early Years Small networks with a few layers and neurons Limited number of manually set parameters
Feedforward Networks Larger networks with increased depth and neurons

per layer
more parameters as networks grow in size

Convolutional Neural Networks Specialized for image processing, with convolution
layers

Millions of parameters for complex image analysis

Recurrent Neural Networks Designed for sequential data, such as time series
or NLP

Varied parameter size based on specific architecture

Deep Neural Networks Networks with many hidden layers for abstract
representations

Millions to billions of parameters

Transformer Networks Self-attention mechanisms for language processing
tasks

Billions of parameters in recent state-of-the-art models

TABLE II
PARAMETER SIZES OF POPULAR DNNS ON DIFFERENT SOTA DATASETS

Dataset Network Params(M)
ImageNet

AlexNet Around 60
VGG16 Around 138
ResNet50 Around 25
InceptionV3 Around 23
DenseNet121 Around 8

CIFAR-10
LeNet-5 Around 0.06
VGG-like Around 6
ResNet20 Around 0.27
DenseNet40 Around 0.35

MNIST
LeNet-5 Around 0.06
VGG-like Around 0.7
MLP Around 0.5

complex models can capture intricate patterns and achieve
superior performance in various tasks, including image recog-
nition, natural language processing, and speech synthesis [9,
10]. However, It comes at a price of increased model size
and computational requirements. Capacity for Representation:
Dense AI models aim to learn and represent vast information
from the input data. They are designed to capture intricate
features and relationships within the data, leading to improved
accuracy and generalization [11]. The large number of param-
eters in these models allows them to approximate complex
functions and extract high-level representations [12]. However,
this capacity for representation contributes to their density
and resource-intensive nature. Training on Large Datasets:
AI models often require extensive training on large datasets
to learn from diverse examples and generalize well. The
availability of massive labeled datasets, such as ImageNet and
COCO, has facilitated the training of deep learning models
with millions or even billions of parameters [9]. Training on
such large-scale datasets helps improve the model’s ability to
recognize and generalize patterns. However, this necessitates a
significant amount of computational resources, including high-
performance GPUs or specialized hardware accelerators [13].
Overparameterization and Optimization: The overparameteri-
zation of AI models, where the number of parameters exceeds
the actual degrees of freedom in the problem, has been shown
to enhance their optimization and generalization capabilities
[14]. However, overparameterized models are inherently dense

and require additional computational resources during training
and inference [15]. Techniques like regularization and pruning
aim to mitigate the negative impact of overparameterization
[14, 16]. However, these models remain resource-intensive.
Model Compression and Deployment Challenges: The dense
nature of AI models presents challenges in deployment and
real-world implementation. Large model sizes make it difficult
to deploy AI systems on resource-constrained devices such as
smartphones, edge devices, or Internet of Things (IoT) devices
[17]. Model compression techniques, including quantization,
pruning, and knowledge distillation, have been proposed to
reduce the model size and improve efficiency [14, 18, 19, 20].
However, these techniques often come at the cost of slight
performance degradation. AI models’ denseness and resource
requirements can be attributed to their complexity, representa-
tion capacity, training on large datasets, overparameterization,
and optimization techniques.

B. Popular Deepfake models and Datasets

Deepfake technology has made significant progress in recent
years, driven by the development of sophisticated models
and the availability of curated datasets. These models and
datasets have played a crucial role in pushing the boundaries
of deepfake synthesis, detection, and analysis. As discussed
earlier, numerous studies have been proposed in the form of
some outstanding AI models that outperformed on different
datasets, as shown in the below section, but the issues with
most of these models are primarily their size and complexity,
which increase the demand of resources on a daily basis. This
section will describe some famous deepfake detection models
and datasets, along with the parameters they would consume.

1) DeepFake Models: XceptionNet [21] is a deep con-
volutional neural network architecture with a strong perfor-
mance in deepfake detection tasks. It leverages depthwise
separable convolutions to capture fine-grained features and
has demonstrated high accuracy in distinguishing between
genuine and manipulated facial videos. DeepFakeTIMIT [22]
is a deepfake model specifically designed for audio-visual
deepfake synthesis. It combines audio and visual information
to create realistic deepfake content. Ensemble Models models
combine the predictions of multiple deep-learning models
to improve the overall detection performance. By leverag-
ing the diversity of different models, ensemble models can
achieve higher accuracy and robustness in deepfake detection
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tasks. This approach often involves training several models
independently and aggregating their predictions using voting
or averaging techniques. SqueezeNAS [23] is an automated
design framework for compact deepfake detection models.
It utilizes neural architecture search techniques to efficiently
explore the model design space and optimize for accuracy and
computational efficiency. FWA-Net is a deepfake detection
model that focuses on detecting facial warping artifacts. It
leverages a two-stream architecture to learn features from spa-
tial and temporal domains to identify manipulations in facial
videos. Capsule-Forensics [24] proposed to utilize capsule
networks, a type of neural network architecture that models
hierarchical relationships between image features for detecting
forged images and videos, including deepfakes. MesoNet
[25] is a lightweight CNN-based model designed to detect
manipulated facial videos at the mesoscopic level. It operates
on low-resolution frames to identify artifacts indicative of
deepfake manipulation. DFDNet [26] is a deepfake detection
model that employs a two-stream architecture, incorporating
both appearance and motion information from frames. It uses
a combination of convolutional and recurrent layers to capture
spatiotemporal features for accurate detection.

2) Datasets: FaceForensics++ [21] is considered a bench-
mark dataset for deepfake detection research, which comprises
over 1,000 videos with manipulated facial content. It offers a
diverse set of deepfake examples created using various meth-
ods. CelebA [27] was not explicitly developed for deepfake
research but is a widely used dataset containing a large-scale
collection of over 200,000 celebrity images. It is a valuable
resource for training deepfake models, providing real-face im-
ages for comparison. DFDC (DeepFake Detection Challenge)
Dataset [28] dataset was specifically curated for the DeepFake
Detection Challenge, which aimed to advance the state-of-the-
art performance in detecting deepfake videos. It includes thou-
sands of real and deepfake videos for research and evaluation
purposes. Face2Face [29] Dataset contains videos of individu-
als with their facial expressions manipulated to match another
person’s. It serves as a resource for studying facial expression
transfer and deepfake techniques. VoxCeleb Dataset [30] is a
large-scale audio-visual dataset with diverse celebrity speech
data. While not designed specifically for deepfake research,
it can be utilized for audio-visual deepfake synthesis and
analysis. DeepfakeTIMIT [22] Dataset is tailored for audio-
visual deepfake synthesis, utilizing the popular TIMIT dataset.
It enables research on deepfake synthesis involving both audio
and visual modalities. FBDB (Facebook Deepfake Detection
Dataset) [31] is a large-scale dataset developed by Facebook
for deepfake detection research. It contains a diverse collection
of real and deepfake videos, providing a valuable resource for
training and evaluating deepfake detection models.

C. Recent Deepfake Models and their parameters sizes

Although numerous contributions have been made in the last
two decades on the issue of deepfake content, both on their
generation and detection, as summarized in the above section
in detail, some more recent and powerful AI techniques are
utilized to overcome this issue in certain ways by designing

TABLE III
POPULAR DF MODELS, DATASETS AND ITS PARAMETERS

Models Datasets Params(M)
X-Ray [32] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 20.8
CNN+RNN [33] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 36
TSN [34] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 26.6
DSP-FWA [35] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 21.4
Two-stream [36] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 23.9
Meso4 [25] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 28.0
MesoInception4 [25] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 28.6
FWA [37] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 25.6
Xception-raw [21] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 22.9
Xception-c23 [21] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 22.9
Xception-c40 [21] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 22.9
Capsule [24] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 3.9
Multi-attentional [38] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 19.5
FTCN [34] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 26.6
RealForensics [35] FF++ | UADFV |CDF v1,v2 21.4
ResVit [39] FF++ | DFD |CDF v1,v2 21.4
Cross Eff ViT [40] DFDC 109
ViT distillation [41] DFDC 373
Selim EffNet B7 [42] DFDC 462
Convolutional ViT [43] DFDC 89
Lipsync Matters [44] FakeAVCeleb 35.97
Multimodal [45] FakeAVCeleb 33.6

and proposing different model architectures. Some of them
have performed amazingly well but at the cost of utilizing
an enormous amount of resources in terms of parameters, as
shown in Table III. Although it also depends on the size of
the dataset how many videos it contains, how many differ-
ent manipulated classes are generated from it, and different
compression levels, etc., however, it is the responsibility of
researchers to ensure the efficiency of their model to not only
improve results but also take fewer resources.

D. Model Attribution

Model attribution involves the identification of the specific
model employed to generate a synthetic image or video [46].
In the realm of image manipulation, the widespread use of
GAN models has led to several investigations [47, 48, 49, 46,
50] into GAN model attribution for counterfeit images. These
methodologies seek to extract distinct artificial markers left
by diverse GAN models and engage in multi-class classifi-
cation to ascribe the GAN model. Nevertheless, prior to [7],
no preceding research has concentrated on model attribution
for Deepfake face-swap videos. Although GAN models can
produce Deepfakes, their effectiveness is often confined to
controlled settings with uniform lighting conditions [31]. As a
result, most publicly available face-swap Deepfakes are gen-
erated using Deepfake Autoencoder (DFAE) techniques. The
feasibility of distinguishing between various DFAE models
for Deepfake attribution and the applicability of image-based
GAN model attribution techniques to DFAE models in the
video domain remain subjects of exploration. These inquiries
play a pivotal role in propelling advancements in Deepfake
model attribution.

III. CAPST ARCHITECTURE

When proposing a Deep Neural Network (DNN) tailored to
a specific domain, carefully considering resource utilization
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TABLE IV
STRUCTURE OF DFDM DATASET [7]

Model Input Output Encoder Decoder Variation

Faceswap (baseline) 64 64 4Conv+1Ups 3Ups+1Conv /
Lightweight 64 64 3Conv+1Ups 3Ups+1Conv Encoder
IAE 64 64 4Conv 4Ups+1Conv Intermediate layers;Shared Encoder | Decoder
Dfaker 64 128 4Conv+1Ups 3Ups+3Residual+1Conv Decoder
DFL-H128 128 128 4Conv+1Ups 3Ups+1Conv Input Resolution

DFaker DFL-H128 FaceSwap IAE Lightweight

Fig. 3. DFDM Example: generated by different encoders

becomes paramount. While this study primarily focuses on
minimizing network size regarding parameters and training
time, our investigation centers on addressing deepfake content
using DNNs. In this section, we outline the comprehensive
architecture of our proposed CapST Model, delineating its
diverse components. To explore the consistency and detectabil-
ity of artifacts across varied Deepfakes, we introduce a
novel and lightweight technique called CapST. This approach
harmonizes the Capsule Network with Spatial (frame-level)
and Temporal (video-level) attention mechanisms to extract
discerning features. Algorithm 1 unveils the complexity of
deepfake artifacts through a multi-stage process. It initiates
by extracting frames from videos and deriving features via
a VGG 19 bn network. These features are then fed into a
Capsule Network module featuring Max Feature Map (MFM)
Activation, Statistical Pooling, and Spatial Attention layers.
The features are then concatenated and employ a Temporal
Attention Map (TAM) for adaptable feature aggregation across
frames. By synergistically employing these components, the
algorithm aims to uncover deepfake attributes and elevate
classification accuracy.

A. Unveiling the intricacies of DF artifacts at frame-level

The architecture of our CapST model is depicted in Figure
4. We first extract N number of faces from each video in the
dataset, i.e.,

Vi = If1, If2, . . . , IfN , (1)

where Vi represents the input video while If1, . . . , IfN rep-
resents the number of input frames we chose to consider for
each video. After that, we pass these frames one by one to the
VGG 19 network, where we extract the features of the input
frame. We choose VGG 19bn [10] as a feature extractor pre-
trained on [51] from the first-to-third Max-Pooling layer with
a total of 26 layers. VGG 19bn is used as its performance is
better throughout all the experiments than other CNN networks

in this specific task. The extracted features are then passed
through the Capsule Network as shown in Figure 5.

We divided each primary capsule into three sections, includ-
ing the Max Feature Map (MFM) [52] Activation function with
the combination of Batch Normalization and Spatial Attention
Layer, statistical pooling layer, and a 1-dimensional CNN. The
statistical pooling layer is considered efficacious for forensics
tasks and can improve the performance of the network [53,
54] by making the network independent even if the dimension
of the input images vary. This is why it is argued that this
network is not task-oriented and can be applied to different
tasks without redesigning the whole network from scratch.

The capsule module first passes the input features through
the MFM activation function proposed in [52], which enables
the network to become light and robust as it suppresses the
low activation neurons in each primary capsule. The output
of the MFM is then passed through a spatial attention layer
to aggregate the frame features [55]. The Statistical pooling
layer is then used to calculate the mean and variance of each
filter/kernel, as shown below.

• Mean:µk = (1/H ×W − 1)
∑H

i=1

∑W
j=1 Ikij

• Variance: σ2
k = (1/H×W −1)

∑H
i=1

∑W
j=1(Ikij−µk)

2

Here, the variable k denotes the index of the layer, while H
and W represent the height and width of the filter, respectively.
I refers to a two-dimensional array of filters. The outcome
from the statistical layer lends itself well to 1D convolution.
After traversing the ensuing 1D convolutional segment, the
data undergoes dynamic routing to reach the output capsules.
The ultimate outcome is determined based on the activation
status of the output capsules. This process is followed by the
presence of five output capsules designated for the purpose
of multi-class classification, depicted in Fig 5. The ultimate
output is derived from the activation patterns exhibited by the
output capsules.

B. Unveiling the intricacies of DF artifacts at video-level

The outcomes of each individual frame, as shown in Equa-
tion 1, after undergoing each step of frame-level fusion, are
subsequently combined for the specific number of frames
representing a single video instance as shown in Equation 2.

Vo = Of1, Of2, . . . , OfN , (2)

where Vo represents the output video while Of1, . . . , OfN

represents the number of output frames from 1 upto N
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we chose to consider for each video. While prior research
on video-level Deepfake detection mainly fused multi-frame
characteristics by averaging network predictions (score fusion)
[37, 25, 24, 7, 56], we have chosen to enhance classification
performance by employing a temporal attention map (TAM)
for adaptive feature aggregation across frames. This approach
involves concatenating frame features from N faces to create
multi-frame representations, which are then fused into an
adaptive representation using a TAM-a structure akin to SENet
[57]. The TAM utilizes the ReLU activation function along
with two fully connected layers, and its output is subsequently
fed into a fully connected layer for classification purposes,
yielding class probabilities for the five Deepfake categories.
The network is trained using the cross-entropy function. Dif-
fering from conventional Deepfake detection techniques, our
approach incorporates an attention mechanism harnessing the
capabilities of the Capsule Network in frame-level fusion to
extract differences for model attribution subtly. In contrast
to prior fingerprint-based GAN model attribution studies, the
CapST takes the entire facial content as input rather than de-
signing supplementary artifacts for multi-classification tasks,
enabling effective and automatic learning of discrepancies
among distinct Deepfakes.

After traversing through the stages of frame-level fusion, the
outcome of each frame is amalgamated over a specific number

of frames representing an individual video. While prior inves-
tigations such as [37, 25, 24, 7, 56] in the domain of video-
level Deepfake detection often amalgamated multi-frame at-
tributes by computing an average of network predictions (score
fusion), our enhancement to classification efficacy involves
the deployment of a temporal attention map for the adaptive
accumulation of attributes across diverse frames. Initially,
the features of N faces’ frames are concatenated to shape
multi-frame representations, which are subsequently melded
using the temporal attention map. This attention map shares
a similar structure with SENet [57] and employs the ReLU
activation function alongside two fully connected layers. The
resulting output is then channeled through a fully connected
layer tailored for classification, producing probabilities for the
five Deepfake categories. Training the neural network encom-
passes the utilization of the cross-entropy function. In contrast
to existing techniques, our strategy harnesses the attention
mechanism of the Capsule Network to extract variations in
model attribution at the frame level delicately. Diverging from
fingerprint-based GAN model attribution studies, the CapST
approach accepts entire facial content as input, obviating the
need for supplementary artifacts and allowing for effective, au-
tomatic assimilation of differences among distinct Deepfakes.
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Algorithm 1 CapST Algorithm
Require: Dataset of videos with N frames each
Ensure: Probabilities for each DF video’s class

1: for each video V in the dataset do
2: for each frame If in N faces extracted from V do
3: Extract features from If using VGG 19 bn
4: end for
5: for each frame feature do
6: Pass through MFM Activation Function
7: Apply Batch Normalization
8: Pass through Spatial Attention MAP (SAM)
9: Compute mean (µk) and variance (σ2

k) (StatsPool)
10: Extract final features using a 1D CNN segment
11: end for
12: end for
13: Initialize: Temporal Attention Map (TAM)
14: for each video V do
15: Concatenate features for multi-frame representations
16: Pass through Temporal Attention Map (TAM)
17: Pass through fully connected layer for classification
18: end for
19: return Class probabilities for each DF video’s class

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. DFDM Dataset

The DeepFakes from Different Models (DFDM) dataset
is notably pioneering within the domain of deepfakes, as
highlighted by [7], owing to distinctive attributes that set
it apart from other deepfake datasets. With the absence of
pre-existing datasets containing labeled Deepfakes originating
from diverse models, the authors introduce the novel DFDM
dataset to attribute Deepfake models. Given that a majority
of publicly available Deepfakes have been created utilizing
Autoencoder architectures [31] [58], the study emphasizes
the utilization of Autoencoder models for the generation of
high-quality Deepfakes. In their investigation, they employed
the widely recognized open-source software Facewap [59]
in conjunction with a selection of optional DFAE models
sourced from DeepFaceLab [60]. The meticulous process of
choosing five models was conducted carefully, emphasizing
specific criteria like utilizing the original Faceswap model as
the baseline and introducing variations in components such as
the encoder, decoder, intermediate layer, and input resolution.
These selected models were deliberately picked to ensure
subtle distinctions among the variations. A comprehensive
depiction of these five models, which include Faceswap [59],
Lightweight [59], IAE [59], Dfaker [61], and DFL-H128
[62], is provided in IV. It is worth noting that other models
offered by Facewap consist of multiple variations amongst
themselves, which are believed to be comparatively more
discernible than the chosen five models within the scope of
their study. Genuine videos were sourced from the Celeb-
DF dataset [63], which encompasses 590 YouTube interviews
featuring 59 distinct celebrities to achieve a broad spectrum
of video diversity. Extraction of facial features was carried out

using the S3FD detector [64] and the FAN face aligner [65].
Each individual model underwent a training process spending
100,000 iterations, culminating in the production of Deepfake
videos in MPEG4.0 format. The generation process considered
three different H.264 compression rates to yield videos of
varying quality: a lossless option with a constant rate factor
(CRF) of 0, a high-quality variant with a CRF of 10, and a
low-quality version with a CRF of 23. Collectively, a total of
6,450 Deepfakes were synthesized. A set of facial illustrations
is displayed in Figure 3, showcasing instances of Deepfakes
produced by the five models using the same training dataset.
Evident dissimilarities within facial regions underscore the
presence of artifacts that can be attributed to specific models.

B. Experimental Setting

Before conducting our experiments, we divided the DFDM
dataset into training and testing sets following the guidelines
provided by [7], with a ratio of 70% for training and 30% for
testing. To extract frames from each video in the dataset, we
utilized the OpenFace open-source library [66], known for its
accuracy and reliability. The extracted frames were saved in
PNG format with a dimension of 112 × 112 pixels. By using
a lower dimension, we aimed to reduce the computational
resources required for training our model, which is one of the
main objectives of this study. To ensure a balanced distribution
of faces in frame selection, we employed periodic sampling
to select 10 frames from each video for our proposed ap-
proach. Our experimental results indicate a clear performance
improvement when increasing the number of frames from 1 to
10, while the performance becomes stable beyond 10 frames.
Thus, the network takes the cropped faces with dimensions of
112 × 112 × 3 × 10 as input. For training the network, we
used the SGD optimizer with a weight decay of 5 × 10−4

and a momentum of 0.9. The learning rate was set to 0.01
throughout the entire training process. A batch size of 10 was
employed, and the training was conducted for 300 epochs.

C. Results Comparison With Existing Methods

Table V compares our model and various state-of-the-art
methods, including attention-based and other classification
approaches. Our model stands out, surpassing all other con-
tenders in terms of overall accuracy. This success underscores
the superior classification prowess of our approach. While
some of the competing models leverage skip connections and
more intricate architectures, our choice of a simple VGG19 bn
model without residuals yields exceptional results. These mod-
els may exhibit enhanced performance in specific classes due
to their utilization of models that uses skip connections, which
can sometimes perform better in specific condition/classes,
but their overall effectiveness falls short of overall improve-
ment. It’s important to acknowledge that, in general, ResNet
has demonstrated superior accuracy compared to VGG19 bn
across diverse image recognition tasks, particularly on large-
scale challenges like ImageNet. However, for our specific
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF CAPST MODEL WITH DIFFERENT METHODS (ACC%). THE BEST SCORE IS MARKED IN BOLD.

Method FaceSwap LightWeight IAE Dfaker DFL-H128 Average
MesoInception [25] 6.98 2.33 79.07 79.07 4.65 20.93
XceptionNet [21] 0.77 0.00 12.40 12.40 19.38 20.93
R3D [67] 27.13 25.58 15.5 20.16 18.61 21.40
DnCNN [50] 2.33 0.00 0.00 7.75 99.22 21.86
DSP-FWA [37] 17.05 7.75 43.41 40.31 8.87 23.41
GAN Fingerprint [48] 20.16 22.48 54.26 21.71 26.36 28.99
DFT-spectrum [68] 99.92 3.26 0.23 27.21 48.91 35.91
Capsule [24] 32.56 42.64 69.77 73.64 58.91 55.50
SAM+FA [69] 64.34 42.64 76.61 74.42 79.07 66.82
ResNet-50 [70] 54.84 57.36 70.54 89.92 70.54 68.02
CBAM [55] 52.42 63.57 69.77 84.50 74.42 68.53
SAM+Ave 58.87 51.16 76.74 80.62 79.07 68.84
DMA-STA [7] 63.57 58.91 66.67 82.95 87.60 71.94
CapST[Ours] 77.69 53.84 60.76 93.07 92.30 75.54

Fig. 6. Results Comparison of CapST Model Against Existing Methods

problem domain and dataset, VGG19 bn has proven to be a
robust performer. Ultimately, the decision to opt for ResNet or
VGG19 bn should be made thoughtfully, considering the spe-
cific demands and nuances of each task at hand. To conclude,
we carefully conducted several experiments and observed that
VGG 19 bn, combined with Capsule Network, can achieve
better performance, as shown in Figure 6.

D. Comparing Our Results to DMA-STA Reproduced Results

While the initial performance of DMA-STA [7] was promis-
ing, our model demonstrated significant superiority after ap-
plying our custom settings, as shown in Table VI. However, we
have difficulty replicating their outcomes using their GitHub
repository’s experimental configurations. Our machine’s lim-
ited GPU memory prevented us from using their settings. To
optimize model efficiency and resource usage, we adjusted
the original settings that involved image dimensions from
the video dataset and batch size. The original DMA-STA
experiments employed Titan XP GPUs [71], but we had access
to a single GPU with 12 Gigabytes of memory. To ensure a
fair comparison, we adapted the experimental parameters to
reproduce DMA-STA’s results on our machine. Specifically,
we reduced image dimensions from 300 × 300 to 112 × 112
and the batch size from 20 to 10 while keeping other settings

unchanged. For a detailed explanation of the rationale behind
these adjustments, please refer to Section V-A.

E. Parameters Comparison with DMA-STA

Incorporating ResNet for feature extraction, renowned for
its efficient parameter utilization, the DMA-STA network takes
a step further by integrating two modules known as Spatial-
Temporal attention. In the initial segment of these modules,

TABLE VI
COMPARISON WITH DMA-STA REPRODUCED RESULTS. THE BEST

SCORE IS MARKED IN BOLD.

Method lr FS LW IAE DfakerDFL Avg

DMA-STA∗ citejia2022model 0.01 53.84 48.46 61.53 76.92 63.84 60.92

CapST: Orig Caps 0.0001 70.00 40.00 73.07 90.00 83.84 71.53

CapST: Orig Caps 0.01 72.30 38.46 76.92 87.69 91.53 73.38

CapST: MFM 5×5 0.01 72.30 42.30 73.84 90.76 91.53 74.15

CapST: MFM 3×3 0.01 77.69 53.84 60.76 93.07 92.30 75.54
1 DMA-STA∗ reproduced results of the baseline method on our hardware.
2 lr, FS, LW and DFL represent Learning Rate, FaceSwap, Lightweight and

DFL-H128, respectively
3 5 × 5 and 3 × 3 are kernal sizes
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TABLE VII
PARAMETERS AND TRAINING TIME COMPARISON OF DMA-STA AND

CAPST MODELS ON RTX-3080TI

Index Model Layers Params(Millions) Training Time(Minutes)
DMA-STA [7]

0 Conv2D 9408
1 BatchNorm 128
2 Layer 1-4 23500064 0.5025× 300
3 TA-FC0 50
4 TA-FC1 50
5 TA-FC 10245

Total 23.52 150.75
CapsT [Ours]

0 VGG 2328330
1 CapsNet×3 942027
2 TA-FC0 50 0.373× 300
3 TA-FC1 50
4 TA-FC 2565

Total 3.273 111.9
1 Training Time∗ is calculated for 300 epochs in each experiment, as

mentioned in the table above.

frame-level characteristics are derived from N cropped faces
via the utilization of the Spatial Attention Map (SAM). This
process inherently captures elevated-level representations, fa-
cilitated by utilizing the lightweight and versatile convolu-
tional block attention module introduced by [55]. Moreover,
the Temporal Attention Map (TAM) is harnessed to adaptively
consolidate attributes from diverse frames. Integrating these
intricate modules leads to a substantial augmentation in the
model’s parameter count, culminating in a total of 23.520
million parameters. In contrast, our model not only surpasses
the performance of the existing one but also significantly
reduces the number of parameters to a mere 3.27 million,
which is almost eight times smaller than the current model’s
parameter count. We also consider training time an essential
factor, as training huge models that require substantial time
for learning data might be undesirable in the future. Therefore,
we have designed our model to take less time to train while
still outperforming existing models in this specific task, as
demonstrated in Table VII. This approach ensures efficiency
in training without compromising performance.

V. DISCUSSION

The CapST module’s robust capabilities extend beyond
mere computational resource reduction, encompassing the
simultaneous maintenance of high performance. Our approach
unfolds in four distinct phases. Initially, frames are extracted
from each video. Subsequently, these frames are subjected to
feature extraction using the VGG19 bn model. The decision
to favor VGG19 bn over ResNet stems from its demonstrated
superior performance when integrated with the Capsule net-
work, a conclusion drawn from meticulous experimentation
involving both architectures. Notably, despite ResNet’s in-
trinsic parameter efficiency compared to VGG19 bn, a de-
liberate choice is made to exclusively engage the first three
Maxpooling layers of VGG19 bn (which spans 26 layers),
effectively constraining the overall parameter count during
the training process. Moving forward, the extracted features
are channeled into the Capsule module, enriching each input

TABLE VIII
RESOURCES AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF CAPST MODEL
AGAINST DIFFERENT MODELS (ACC%). THE BEST ONE IS MARKED

IN BOLD.

Model Training Time Params Avg: Acc(%)
MobileNet-V1 [1] 33 3.21 21.69
EfficientNet [2] 90 4.01 71.69
ResNet-50 [70] 116 23.52 60.92
ResNet-101 [70] 203 42.51 60.61
ResNet-152 [70] 268 57.03 60.46
XceptionNet [73] 120 20.81 38.61
InceptionNet [74] 126 6.27 42.76
MobileNet-V2 [72] 118 2.23 21.69
CapST[Ours] 112 3.27 75.54
1 Training Time∗ is presented in Minutes.
2 Parameters∗ are presented in Millions

video frame with spatial characteristics. Lastly, the video-level
fusion procedure comes into play, culminating in successfully
classifying the video into its pertinent category of interest.
The distinguishing factor between CapST and prior studies
lies in our deliberate efforts to reduce image dimensions,
batch size, and training time. These considerations, tailored to
the constraints of FPGA-based hardware, yield a substantial
solution to address the challenge of classifying deepfake
content. Further elaboration is provided in Section V-A.

A. Ablation Study

We made several modifications to the baseline model aimed
at reducing computational demands while simultaneously en-
hancing performance in video classification, as illustrated in
Table VIII. To evaluate the efficacy of these changes, we
substituted the Capsule Network with various existing models,
carrying out these experiments under uniform settings and
environmental conditions. For every experiment, the input
frame dimensions were fixed at 112 × 112, and we opted
for a batch size of 10 for both the training and testing phases.
This choice was due to hardware limitations that restricted us
from employing batch sizes greater than 10. Each experiment
was executed for 300 epochs, and the results were analyzed.
As depicted in Figure 7, MobileNet [1] exhibited the shortest
training time of 33 minutes and a relatively low parameter
count of 3.21 million during the training process. However, its
performance was notably low, registering at 21.69%. Similarly,
MobileNet-V2 [72] possessed fewer training parameters, yet
its training time was comparatively higher, and its performance
is the same as that of MobileNet [1], which was subpar.
EfficientNet [2] achieved a relatively higher performance score
of 71.69%, supported by a modest training parameter count of
4.01 million and a training duration of 90 minutes. However,
compared to our proposed model, its overall performance
remains inferior. Compared to all other models, our proposed
model exhibited an appropriate training time and an impres-
sively lower parameter count, outperforming all others. This
model’s performance also surpassed that of its counterparts.
The rationale underpinning these modifications is elaborated
upon in the subsequent explanation.
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Fig. 7. Resources/Performance Comparison of CapST and Existing Models
on DFDM Dataset

B. Discussions

1) Dimension of Images: The dimension of images in a
dataset can significantly impact the model size, especially in
deep learning architectures. The model size mainly depends
on the number of parameters it needs to learn to represent
the data effectively. Here is how the dimension of images can
influence the model size.

Pixels Impact: Image dimension directly affects pixel count.
Larger images demand more parameters to process, e.g., 256×
256 vs. 64× 64.

Convolutional Layers: Input image size determines convo-
lutional layer dimensions in architectures like CNNs. Larger
images might need more filters, increasing parameters.

Fully Connected Layers: Image size affects units in dense
layers. Larger images may need more units, leading to in-
creased parameters.

Pooling Layers: Larger images may require additional pooling
layers, impacting model size by reducing spatial dimensions.

Memory Needs: Larger images demand more memory for
model weights and activations, affecting the model’s feasibil-
ity.

Computational Costs: Processing larger images increases
floating-point operations, extending training and inference
times.

Optimal Image Dimensions: Balance between model size and
detail is crucial. Excessive reduction can lead to loss of vital
information, affecting model performance.

To conclude, smaller image dimensions cut parameters,
memory, and costs. But balance is key; overly reducing size
may lose vital details, harming the model’s performance. De-
ciding on image dimensions requires careful consideration of
the trade-offs between size and performance in deep-learning
tasks.

2) Effect of Batch size: The best choice of batch size de-
pends on various factors, including the specific deep learning

task, available hardware resources, and the dataset size. There
is no one-size-fits-all answer, and the optimal batch size may
vary from one scenario to another. However, it has some effects
as follows.

Training Efficiency: Larger batch sizes accelerate training,
processing more samples in parallel on GPUs. Smaller batches
take longer but can converge to better solutions with fewer
iterations.

Generalization: Large batch sizes may overfit and converge
to suboptimal minima. Small batches act as regularization,
enhancing generalization, crucial for small datasets.

Hardware Constraints: Large batches demand more memory,
challenging on limited GPU/system memory. Small batches
are memory-efficient, ideal for systems with restricted re-
sources and transfer learning scenarios.

Batch Noise: Large batches smooth noisy data, while smaller
batches escape bad minima, exploring the loss landscape
effectively. Choose based on your specific needs and resources.

Experimenting with batch sizes is common. Balance ef-
ficiency and generalization by monitoring progress and re-
sources. Larger batches are speedy for big datasets and ample
hardware, while smaller batches enhance generalization, vital
for limited resources. For our dataset and limited hardware,
we opted for a smaller batch size in our experiments.

3) Effect of Training Time: Training time is another crucial
factor in deep neural networks for several reasons, and saving
time during training can have significant implications. Here are
some reasons why training time matters and how it impacts
the development and usage of deep neural networks:

Reduced Computational Cost: Faster training cuts expenses,
vital for expensive GPUs and cloud platforms.

Iterative Improvements: Speedier training enables more it-
erations, fostering gradual enhancements for optimal perfor-
mance.

Rapid Prototyping: Faster training allows swift testing, iden-
tifying promising approaches during architecture prototyping.

Hyperparameter Tuning: Speedy training streamlines fine-
tuning, pivotal for deep neural network success.

Deployment and Production: Quicker training accelerates
model updates for real-world operational use.

Resource Allocation: Limited resources benefit from shorter
training, enabling parallel training or quicker model iterations.

Research Scale: Reduced training times enhance broad ex-
periments, expanding exploration possibilities.

Time-Sensitive Applications: Swift training ensures respon-
siveness in real-time systems, crucial for predictive and
decision-making contexts.

Maintaining quality while achieving faster training is cru-
cial. Balance between efficiency and accuracy is key. Tech-
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niques like efficient architectures, hyperparameter optimiza-
tion, and hardware accelerators help. The right balance de-
pends on the specific use case and resources.

4) Effect of parameters on FPGA(Field-Programmable
Gate Array) hardware: The number of parameters in a Deep
Learning model has a significant effect on FPGA (Field-
Programmable Gate Array) hardware in terms of various
aspects:

Resource Utilization: Large models strain FPGA resources,
impacting on-chip and external memory use.

Model Deployment: Model size affects FPGA deployment in
resource-constrained edge devices.

Latency and Throughput: Parameter count influences com-
putation time, affecting FPGA system throughput.

Power Consumption: More parameters increase FPGA power
usage, impacting energy efficiency.

Model Parallelism: FPGA parallelism depends on model size
and available resources.

Model Update Frequency: Many parameters can slow FPGA
reprogramming for responsive systems.

Memory Bandwidth: Large models demand high memory
bandwidth, requiring FPGA memory optimizations.

Training on FPGAs: Larger models extend FPGA training
time, posing scalability concerns.

Quantization and Compression: Techniques like quantiza-
tion and compression shrink models for FPGA fit.

Optimizing Deep Learning models for FPGA deployment
involves striking a balance between model complexity, re-
source constraints, and performance requirements. Efficient
model design, pruning, quantization, and hardware-aware op-
timization techniques are essential to harness the full potential
of FPGA-based Deep Learning accelerators.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this study presents a novel, lightweight, opti-
mized model for accurately classifying deepfake videos using
five different encoders. By leveraging a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) as the backbone for efficient feature extraction
and incorporating a Capsule Network (CapsNet) as a spatial
attention mechanism, our model achieves robust identification
of deepfake attributes. Additionally, introducing video-level
fusion as a temporal attention mechanism allows our model
to exploit temporal dependencies, leading to more accurate
predictions. Experimental results on a large-scale benchmark
dataset of deepfake videos demonstrate the effectiveness and
superiority of our proposed approach, showcasing significantly
improved performance compared to the baseline model while
reducing computational costs. As the threat of deepfake videos
grows in various domains, our approach provides a valuable
solution for enhanced deepfake detection and prevention.
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